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AGENDA
1

Apologies for absence.

2

Minutes To sign as a correct record the minutes of the meeting of the
Performance Monitoring Panel held on 9 September 2020 (copy
enclosed).

3

Declaration of Interests. Where a Councillor has a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest the Councillor
must declare the interest and leave the meeting without participating in
any discussion or making a statement on the item, except where a
councillor is permitted to remain as a result of a grant of dispensation.

4

Questions asked under Standing Order 6

5

Tracking of Recommendations To consider responses of the Cabinet to reports of the Panel.

6

Items referred from the Policy Development Panel.

7

Key Decision Plan To note the current Key Decision Plan

(Pages
9 - 14)

8

Q2 Performance Report 20/21 To provide an update on how the Council is performing for the period 1
July 2020 to 30 September 2020 (report of the Executive Manager for
Growth enclosed).

(Pages
15 - 32)

9

Swimming Pool and Leisure Facilities Task Group update To provide members with an update on the Swimming Pool and Leisure
Centre (report of the Executive Director Commercialisation (S151)
enclosed).

(Pages
33 - 40)

10

Performance Monitoring Panel Work Programme To set out the Work Programme of the Performance Monitoring Panel
(report of the Executive Manager Governance (Deputy Monitoring
Officer) enclosed.

(Pages
41 - 48)

11

Any other items which the Chairman decides are urgent -

NOTE:

No other business is permitted unless by reason of special
circumstances, which shall be specified in the minutes, the
Chairman is of the opinion that the item(s) should be
considered as a matter of urgency.
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(Pages
3 - 8)

Agenda Item 2
-1-

Minutes of a meeting of the PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL held in This will
be a meeting held in line with The Local Authorities & Police & Crime Panels
(Coronavirus) (Flexibility of Local Authority & Police & Crime Panel Meetings)
(England & Wales) Regulations 2020, on Wednesday, 9 September 2020 at 6.30 pm.
PRESENT
B Alcock (Chairman)
M D Booth (Vice-Chairman)
J R Astill
C J T H Brewis
A C Cronin
R Grocock

J D McLean
N H Pepper
P A Redgate
G P Scalese

A C Tennant
S C Walsh
D J Wilkinson
M Hasan

In Attendance: Executive Manager Delivery, Communications Manager and
Democratic Services
Apologies for absence were received from or on behalf of Councillors A C Beal and
J L King
Action By

19.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE.
Notification had been received that Councillor M Hasan was
replacing Councillor J King for this meeting only.

20.

MINUTES
Consideration was given to the minutes of the following meetings:
a) Performance Monitoring Panel – 8 July 2020
b) Performance Monitoring Panel – 13 July 2020
The following point was raised:
The Chairman requested an update regarding the item from the
minutes of 29 January 2020, with regard to fly tipping. Members
were advised that the
Council could not attend ones that were on private land. The
performance figures only reflected the fly tips that the Council
could attend. Member had requested information on the cost of
recovery (officer time, external expenses etc) for fly tips attended
by the Council.
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AGREED:
That the minutes of the meeting of the Performance Monitoring
Panels held on 8 July 2020 and 13 July 2020 respectively will be
signed by the Chairman as a correct record as soon as
reasonably practical after the meeting.

21.

DECLARATION OF INTERESTS.
There were none.

22.

QUESTIONS ASKED UNDER STANDING ORDER 6
There were none.

23.

TRACKING OF RECOMMENDATIONS
There were none.

24.

ITEMS REFERRED FROM THE POLICY DEVELOPMENT
PANEL.
Members were advised there was nothing to report.

25.

KEY DECISION PLAN
Consideration was given to the current Key Decision Plan.
AGREED:
That the Key Decision Plan issued on 2 September 2020 be
noted.

26.

MARKETING OF INDUSTRIAL UNITS
Consideration was given to the report of the Interim Property
Asset Services Manager setting out the rationale and
methodology for using external letting agents to provide targeted
and additional resource to support the letting of vacant industrial
units. In addition, the use of external commercial property
resource to support the Council with the management of its five
industrial estates. .
Members considered the update and the following issues were
raised:


The Chairman suggested that Parish Council notice boards
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be utilised to display the availability of locally available
vacant industrial units. The Executive Manager – Property
& Development welcomed this suggestion and would look
how best to take this forward as units become available.
The Chairman commented on the marketing process flowchart regarding the notice given and process when a let
property was about to become vacant in particular how
officers plan to deal with ensuring the unit is returned in a
decent condition ready for a new tenant. The Executive
Manager Property & Development advised that the process
would typically be an inspection around 2months prior to
the end of the lease, a schedule prepared and served on
the tenant confirming works needing to be done and then
close to the end of the lease a further inspection to
determine whether this had been completed. In the event
that it hadn’t the tenant on vacation would be recharged for
the works outstanding. It was confirmed that this would be
covered in a new standard form of lease and noted in the
new Lettings Policy. The Chairman commented that this
was welcome news regarding the new agreements,
however the arrangements for vacating under the existing
and hence older style agreements needed to be monitored
effectively.
Members raised concerns regarding industrial units being
used for storage rather than for businesses use. The
Executive Manager – Property & Development confirmed
that he was already aware of this concern and was
monitoring proposed new lettings closely. Under the
proposed new Lettings Policy officers will be given greater
flexibility to let to a wider range of uses and consider a
range of matters that would ensure that the right uses for
what are effectively business use units. However it was
important to note that the Council relied on the income
from these units and if storage was the only potential
letting use at that time this would need to be taken into
account.
Members asked whether Covid-19 has affected lettings or
tenants’ ability to pay rent, and were advised that thanks to
the availability of grants administered by the Council and
regular communications with tenants, there has been so far
very little apparent impact.
Members asked whether there were opportunities to regain
properties if tenants were not adhering to the letting
agreement criteria, and were advised that the new lease
agreement would specifically deal with this. Through
effective estate management, new lease terms and by
building good working relations with tenants the Council
was looking to have effectively managed and operated
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estates.
Members commented on whether the ability to let units had
reduced as a consequence of the pandemic and were
advised that although the current valuation work
conducted had not indicated change in values compared to
the beginning of the year, it was still too early to tell what
the true impact of the pandemic would be on future lettings
and income levels.
There was also no indication of lack of interest in the units,
and tenants had generally not fed back any concerns about
their future occupation. Members requested an update
regarding additional industrial units planned for Crease
Drove in Crowland. They also expressed disappointment at
the development fronting the Council’s Pinnacle Close
estate appearing to be more of a retail offer rather than
industrial and asked whether the Council, as adjacent
landowner, had any control over this. Members were
advised that there was c15,000 square feet of new build
industrial space at Crease Drove for which the Council had
secured planning consent however the process for
procuring a building contractor was paused pending more
certainty on the ability to let these units once built. It was
noted that Asset Officers were working with their Inward
Investment colleagues to determine next steps. On the
matter of the Pinnacle Close frontage unit the Executive
Manager – Property & Development confirmed that this site
was not in the ownership of the Council so other than
through the planning process had no control over how that
site came forward for development and its use.

AGREED:
That the contents of the report be noted.
27.

DIGITAL WORK PROGRAMME
Consideration was given to the presentation from the
Communications Manager which identified the factors which had
affected the Digital Work Programme due to Covid-19.
It laid out the immediate priorities and covered the following
points;
 How the Communications Team were dealing with issues
internally and working with partners (specifically benefitting
from bringing the Digital Team into the Communications
Team).
 How Communications had responded to the needs of the
community continuing to improve services. This
specifically related to the use of digital platform
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what3words in order for residents to report fly tipping
locations without the need to leave their personal details.
Members were particularly pleased with this development.
Members commented on the co-ordinated concept project
between SHDC and Breckland Council for fly tipping, regarding
the budget, expenditure and resources between the two
authorities. Fly tipping was a contentious issue for residents and
Members voiced concerns regarding how much of the budget and
expertise had been allocated to SHDC since the start of the
project, and whether any value for money could be identified.
Members were aware that most of the budget available had been
allocated to wages.
The Programme Delivery Manager agreed that anything the
Council did should show a tangible benefit. There was a new
flexible way of working compared to the concept and what had
been put in place. In order to identify value for money, several
factors had to be taken into account; immediate savings
identifiable, how many fly tips were reported, collection rates, inhouse talent and skills and the focus of the project. If the project
was over and above the in-house skills, then a cost would arise
in hiring expertise. Those costs then needed to reviewed in order
to assess whether they would generate a return.
The Chairman requested an update to be covered in the next
report to identify where the money had been spent and whether
SHDC had received value for money.
Members thanked officers for the continued hard work in
responding to the situation, ensuring value for money and keeping
services running, in particular the collaboration with the
Programme Delivery Manager and the CIP Team.
AGREED:
That the presentation be noted.
28.

PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL WORK PROGRAMME
Consideration was given to the report of the Executive Manager
Governance (Deputy Monitoring Officer) which set out the Work
Programme of the Performance Monitoring Panel.
The report identified the following Issues:



Appendix A set out the dates of future Panel meetings
along with proposed items for consideration.
Appendix B set out the task groups that have been
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identified by the Panel.
Members considered the update and the following issues were
raised:



The Sir Halley Stewart Playing Field Task Group needed to
be reviewed by January 2021.
PMP and PDP had requested that a special Joint Meeting
be held to discuss the setting up of the South Holland
Building Consultancy prior to it being considered by
Cabinet.

AGREED:
That the Panel gives consideration to the report and identifies the
following issues for discussion:
a) That the Work Programme provided by the Executive
Manager Governance be noted;
b) That the Sir Halley Stewart Playing Field Task Group
undertake its review by January 2021; and
That a special Joint Meeting of the Performance Monitoring Panel
and the Policy Development Panel be arranged to discuss the
setting up of the South Holland Building Consultancy, prior to it
being considered by Cabinet..
29.

ANY OTHER ITEMS WHICH THE CHAIRMAN DECIDES ARE
URGENT
There were none.

(The meeting ended at 7.52 pm)
(End of minutes)
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Issued – 27 October 2020

KEY DECISION PLAN

Representations in respect of all the matters shown should be sent in writing, at least one week before the date or period the decision
is likely to be made, to:
Democratic Services, Council Offices, Priory Road, Spalding, Lincolnshire, PE11 2XE
Telephone: 01775 764451 Fax: 01775 711253 Email: demservices@sholland.gov.uk
The Key Decision Plan shows all Key decisions that the Council is likely to make over the next twelve months
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The Key Decision Plan is updated on a rolling basis and shows the decisions that will be considered and the date when the decision is
expected to be made. In accordance with the Council’s Constitution the DECISIONS detailed within this document, unless otherwise
stated, come into force and may then be implemented on the expiry of a 5 working day call-in period from the date of publication of
any decision.
Key decisions are: “A decision which, in relation to an executive function, has a significant effect on communities in two or more
Wards of the Council and / or is likely to result in the Authority incurring expenditure, generating income or making savings in any
single financial year above the threshold of £75,000 in respect of revenue expenditure and £180,000 in respect of capital expenditure.”

PORTFOLIO
HOLDER /
SUBJECT

PURPOSE OF DECISION

CONSULTEES AND
METHOD OF
CONSULTATION

1

SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS

LIKELY DATE OF
DECISION AND WHO
WILL MAKE DECISION

Agenda Item 7

Significant decisions are: 1. A decision made in connection with setting the Council Tax; 2. A decision to approve any matter relating
to a Policy or Strategic Plan; 3. Any non-Executive decision which significantly affects the community in two or more wards or electoral
divisions. Some of the decisions will be recommendations to full Council, particularly if they impact on the Budget and the Policy
Framework (comprising of statutory plans and strategies)

PORTFOLIO
HOLDER /
SUBJECT
Portfolio Holder
for HRA &
Private Sector
Housing

PURPOSE OF DECISION

CONSULTEES AND
METHOD OF
CONSULTATION

SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS

LIKELY DATE OF
DECISION AND WHO
WILL MAKE DECISION

Fire door replacement and associated
fire compliance works to sheltered
schemes

Housing Landlord
Manager, or any other
officer with delegation
Not before 3rd Nov 2020

MHCLG Next
Steps
Accommodation
Programme

To accept an offer made by MHCLG or
Homes England as part of the Next
Steps Accommodation Programme.

Leader
Not before 24th Nov 2020

Portfolio Holder
for HRA &
Private Sector
Housing

To award a contract for an electrical
materials provider.

Housing Landlord
Manager, or any other
officer with delegation.
Before 30 Nov 2020

Fire door and
Compliance
contract
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Electrical
Materials

2

PORTFOLIO
HOLDER /
SUBJECT
Portfolio Holder
for Communities
& Facilities

PURPOSE OF DECISION

CONSULTEES AND
METHOD OF
CONSULTATION

SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS

LIKELY DATE OF
DECISION AND WHO
WILL MAKE DECISION

The procurement of a contract to
undertake works to the Councils
assets is required. The contract will
allow use by the HRA if required

Executive Director Commercialisation (S151),
or any other officer with
delegation
Before 30 Nov 2020

There is a requirement to procure a
contract for works to commercial
assets owned by the Council. The
contract is intended to enable
occasional use if required for the
Councils properties

Executive Director Commercialisation (S151),
or any other officer with
delegation.
Before 30 Nov 2020

To provide an update on potential
improvements to the Daffodil Route
between Pinchbeck Road and Johnson
Hospital utilising section 106 funding to
improve health and well being
opportunities

Cabinet 15 Dec 2020, or
Leader.

Plumbing and
General
Maintenance
Contract
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Portfolio Holder
for HRA &
Private Sector
Housing

Electrical Works
Contract
Portfolio Holder
for
Environmental
Services

Daffodil Route
Improvements

3

PORTFOLIO
HOLDER /
SUBJECT
Portfolio Holder
for Communities
& Facilities

PURPOSE OF DECISION

CONSULTEES AND
METHOD OF
CONSULTATION

SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS

LIKELY DATE OF
DECISION AND WHO
WILL MAKE DECISION

To seek approval to set up South
Holland Community Lottery

Cabinet 15 Dec 2020, or
Leader

Acquisition of accommodation for the
General Fund.

Cabinet 15 Dec 2020, or
Leader.

Community
Lottery
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Portfolio Holder
for HRA &
Private Sector
Housing

Property
acquisitions (to
support Housing
Options service
delivery)

4

PORTFOLIO
HOLDER /
SUBJECT
Portfolio Holder
for HRA &
Private Sector
Housing

PURPOSE OF DECISION

CONSULTEES AND
METHOD OF
CONSULTATION

To consider the business case relating
to a potential acquisition project to
purchase 7 s106 units within the
district.

SUPPORTING
DOCUMENTS

LIKELY DATE OF
DECISION AND WHO
WILL MAKE DECISION
Cabinet 15 Dec 2020, or
Leader
South Holland District
Council 20 Jan 2021

Acquisition
project to
purchase S106
units
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*Cabinet Membership
The Lord Porter of Spalding CBE (Leader)
Councillor C N Worth (Deputy Leader of the Council)
Councillor P E Coupland (Deputy Leader)
Councillor A Casson (Portfolio Holder)
Councillor H Drury (Portfolio Holder)
Councillor R Gambba-Jones (Portfolio Holder)
Councillor R Grocock (Portfolio Holder)
Councillor C J Lawton (Portfolio Holder)
Councillor E J Sneath (Portfolio Holder)
Councillor G J Taylor (Portfolio Holder)

If you have any comments or queries regarding any of the entries in the Key Decision Plan please contact:
Democratic Services, Council Offices, Priory Road, Spalding, Lincolnshire, PE11 2XE
Telephone: 01775 764451 Fax: 01775 711253 Email: demservices@sholland.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 8
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Matthew Hogan, Executive Manager for Growth,
Portfolio Holder for People, Places & Corporate, Councillor Nick Worth

To:

Performance Monitoring Panel - Tuesday, 10 November 2020
Cabinet – Tuesday, 15 December 2020

Authors:

Jenny Stephens, Strategic Project Manager

Subject

Q2 Performance Report 20/21

Purpose:

To provide an update on how the Council is performing for the period
1st July 2020 to 30th September 2020

Recommendation(s):
1) That Performance Monitoring Panel note the contents of the report

1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

The report seeks to provide Performance Monitoring Panel with an overview of a number of
key performance indicators for the council. The report concerns the period of Quarter 2
2020-21 (July 2020 until September 2020).

1.2

Members will note a revised Performance Monitoring Summary. The Quarter 2 2020-21
Performance Report detailed in Appendix A aims to provide Members, businesses and
residents with an overview of how the Council is performing against a number of key
strategic indicators in an ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. The reported indicators will provide
an indication of performance and business intelligence as compared to the previous year to
highlight how key services have performed whilst the organisation has continued to
respond to the challenges and pressures that the pandemic has presented to both the
organisation and the district as a whole.

1.3

Members will note that the report does not contain a suite of performance indicators to the
same scale and breadth as presented to the previously Panel in previous years. This is
because, in many cases, the focus of many council services and their attendant resources
has shifted away from pre-March 2020 ‘business as usual activity’, and are instead now
focused on a different range of areas directly aligned to supporting the council with its
pandemic response.

1.4

An example of this would be Public Protection, where since March the primary area of
focus for the team has been to work with the Police and Trading Standards on compliance
and enforcement since the start of the 20/21 financial year. There remit has since further
expanded during the ongoing pandemic working with Public Health England and LCC
Public Health providing advice to food factories and processors on outbreak management
and prevention issues. Their duties are continuously evolving as central government advice
and legislation changes with an ever increasing demand to support businesses to meet
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Health and Safety and Licensing Requirements. This can be best evidenced in relation to
there being a new requirement for Council’s to enforce self-isolation legislation.
1.5

A further example is the Communities team, where since March resources have been
directed away from delivery of leisure and culture, and instead has focused on supporting
the work around shielding, supporting the vulnerable, and overseeing the process of
administering self-isolation support payments. Furthermore, resources from the
communities team have been redeployed into roles supporting the delivery of grant support
to businesses.

1.6

Consequently, the report seeks to provide a summary of performance in key areas which
reflect the current performance of the council in a number of critical areas, whilst the
organisation remains focused on supporting its communities, residents and local business
in extra-ordinary times. The narrative within the report seeks to provide supplementary
commentary to support the data. Several service managers will be in attendance at the
Performance Monitoring Panel, and will be able to assist with any supplementary answers
that may not be covered in this report.

2.0

KEY PERFORMANCE AND BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE INDICATORS

2.1

The Council has had to adapt to how it has delivered its services since the start of the
Covid-19 Pandemic both in terms of moving towards a more agile and remote based way of
working, as well as responding to those most in need whether it be vulnerability or local
businesses within the economy. Key council assets such as the Leisure Centre and the
South Holland Centre have been impacted due to Government Guidance at the start of the
Pandemic and as such indicators relating to those areas have been removed from this
performance report.

2.2

Our business partners PSPS (Public Sector Partnership Services Ltd.) have also had to
adapt to the sudden impact on service provision to the council with the removal of an office
based service to one being provided by the teams from home. However, there has been no
noticeable deterioration in performance as provided by PSPS. They have been able to
provide stability and timely response to changing business needs and requirements from
the Council have arisen, and this is noted and welcomed.

2.3

Despite the challenges faced across both organisations, the drive has been to maintain the
provision of a seamless service to the council’s customer base. In terms of customer
contact, a number of emerging trends are observed within the data. The volume of calls
received by the council has reduced compared with the same time period compared to last
year. However, the average wait time for call handling has marginally increased, whilst the
number of calls answered within the agreed KPI has decreased. Whilst volumes have
decreased, the feedback from the customer contact centre is that calls have become more
complex by nature since the start of the pandemic, requiring more time to be spent
answering queries.
Name
% of calls answered
Number of calls received
Average wait time (seconds)

Q2
Q2
Change
Service
19/20 20/21
93.03% 90.37% -2.6%
Customer/Digital
9,421 8,358
-1,063
Customer/Digital
85
101.667 +17
Customer/Digital
seconds
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2.4

Whereas the number of calls into the council has fallen over the reporting period, it is worth
noting that the council has observed a shift towards use of the council’s website by
residents as a means of accessing the services and information. This shift towards webbased traffic amounts to an additional extra 56,000 visits in the reporting period compared
with the same quarter in the previous year. It is assumed that primarily due to the council
offices being closed to the public, with the exception to those at greatest risk and
vulnerability such as someone presenting themselves as homeless, however it shows that
as a whole accessibility was possible.

2.5

Likewise, there has been a fundamental shift towards the use of social media as a means
of communication and engagement, which is demonstrated in analytics data for
engagements with our social media content. During Q2 2020/21, a total of 1,005,495 social
media ‘impressions’ occurred, representing an increase of 613,178 hits compared with the
same quarter in the previous year.

2.6

An example where a service has adapted its service provision in line with ongoing social
distancing and workplace guidance is evidenced by the performance related to waste
collections. The service has changed its rota from a 4-day week to a 5-day week to ensure
the safety of the crews as much as possible, creating crew ‘bubbles’ to ensure the
continuity of the service, and putting in place mitigation should any of the crew developed
Covid symptoms. By taking proactive action the collection service has managed to maintain
its service performance compared with the comparable quarter from the previous year.
Name

Q2 19/20

Q2 20/21

Change

Service

Number of missed waste
collections

46

49

+3

Environmental services

% of successful collections
within the district

99.86%

99.85%

-0.01%

Environmental services

2.7

Fly tipping has seen a dramatic upsurge compared to the previous year, with an increase of
109 incidents as highlighted in Appendix A. Supporting commentary in the appendix details
the number of days it took to clear the reported fly tips, which ranged from 1 day to 23 days
in the case of a complex incident that required specialist retrieval. Currently there is no data
set available that identifies the total number of service requests received in terms of those
fly tips reported on private land as the reporting only relates to public areas. However,
moving forward we may be able to look to see if it is possible to disseminate fly tipping that
is reported on private compared to public land as part of our work on improving the fly
tipping reporting process.

2.8

In terms of economy and employment, at the end of the Q2 there were 10,400 furloughed
employees within the district, with 7,165 people claiming Universal Credit, an increase of
4,425 compared to the previous year. Our council’s understanding is that this increase is
the result of a combination of self-employed individuals accessing UC due to changes in
working patterns due to both earlier lockdown restrictions, households claiming UC
alongside being furloughed, and an increase in redundancies. The council’s Economic
Development team continues to monitor this closely, and has recently undertaken initiatives
such as the council’s first online ‘jobs fair’ to promote vacancies within the district to those
seeking employment.
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2.9

Linked to the latter, in addition to supporting the employment market, there has been a
need for services within the council to also focus on supporting local businesses. Through
the combined work of the Inward Investment, Revenue and Benefits, Customer Services,
Digital, Web Development and Communication teams, a total of £18,4666,000 of
businesses grants was processed and awarded across the Q1 and Q2 period. This
highlights how the services within the council have adapted quickly, working collaboratively
and at speed to support business within the local economy who were eligible to receive
financial support through the awarding of appropriate grants from central government.

2.10

The attached Appendix, includes further data around housing, housing development and
community related indicators with supporting supplementary commentary alongside.
Officers in attendance will be happy to take questions from the panel where further
explanation and discussion is needed.

2.11

In summary it is acknowledged that this report is different in content in format. The intention
is to provide a summary of the current status of the council’s performance in key areas,
whilst sharing intelligence that shows how the council has had to re purpose and refocus
resources within some of its services whilst working in a Covid pandemic.

3.0

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1

That the contents of this report be noted

4.0

EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1

That the council’s performance is properly scrutinised

5.0

IMPLICATIONS
In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues;
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Data Protection;
Equality & Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk
Management; Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales;
Transformation Programme; Other. Where the report author considers that there may be
implications under one or more of these headings, these are identified below.

5.1

Constitutional & Legal

5.1.1

The report is made within the terms of reference of the Performance Monitoring Panel.

5.2

Crime and Disorder

5.2.1

The report contains indicators which does convey some information relating to crime and
disorder.

5.3

Financial

5.3.1

The report contains information on Council’s performance which does convey some
information relating to financial matters.
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5.4

Health & Wellbeing

5.4.1

The report contains information on Council’s performance which does convey some
information relating to health and wellbeing.

5.5

Reputation

5.5.1

Performance issues can cause some reputational consequence. It is the purpose of this
report to highlight performance issues at an early stage.

5.6

Risk Management

5.6.1

Performance issues may be subject to risk management measures to protect
Council interests.

5.7

Staffing

5.7.1

The report contains information on Council’s performance which does convey some
information relating to staffing.

5.8

Corporate Priorities

5.8.1

The report presents progress monitoring of key performance indicators from the corporate
priorities which highlight the areas of focus in the new BAU Covid era.

6.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1

No Wards or Communities are affected.

7.0

ACRONYMS

7.1

PSPS – Public Sector Partnerships Ltd
LCC – Lincolnshire County Council
CTS – Council Tax Support
ICO – Information Commissioner’s Office
LGO - Local Government & Social Care Ombudsman

Background papers:Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post:
Telephone Number
Email:

Jenny Stephens Strategic Project Manager
07870835231
Jenny Stephens@Breckland-Sholland.gov.uk

Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix A

Q2 20/21 Performance and Business Intelligence Data
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Appendix A

SHDC Q2 Performance and Business Intelligence
Report- 20/21
Customer/Digital
Q2 19/20

Q2 20/21

Change

% of calls answered

93.03%

90.37%

-2.6%

Number of calls received

9,421

8,358

-1,063

Average wait time (seconds)

85

101.667

+17 seconds

Comments
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During Q2 2020/21, the council saw a
drop in calls received by 11%. During
the same period, the council also saw a
rise in the number of residents
engaging with the council via social
media or through its website. This
suggests that behaviours around how
residents engage with the council are
changing based on the recorded period.
However, during this period, the
average wait time has increased. The
paradox of this data indicates that
whilst volume may have decreased, the
calls have become more complex by
nature, needing to longer time being
spent answering queries.
The majority of demand this year has
been completely different to what has
been predicted and patterns this year
have been different for a number of
reasons, people being at home and
patterns of contact changing, 100%
increase in external email and admin
that have needed to be delivered
against, CTS support grant, Business
rate reliefs and grants, a number of ad
hoc and large volumes initiatives in
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direct response to COVID.

392,317

1,005,495

Number of unique website visitors

85,225

141,398

+613,178
impressions
+56,173

% of FOI’s responded to in time

96%

70%

-26%

Number of FOI responses

91

78

-13
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Number of social media engagements (impressions)

Despite the pandemic, Customer
Satisfaction surveys have significantly
increased in volume and we remain at
99% satisfaction, additionally we have
had no formal complaints for the
service.
Comparison between Q2 19/20 and Q2
20/21 shows there has been a
fundamental shift towards the use of
social media as a means of
communication and engagement, which
has become evident by the increasing
rise of social media engagement up to
1,005,495 impressions at the end of Q2,
a rise of 613,178 hits year on year.
Across Q1 and Q2 there was no change
to legislation or statutory time frames
for Freedom of Information requests
(FOIs). The council’s FOI Officer
received confirmation from the
Information Commissioners Office (ICO)
that FOIs would still need to be logged
and responded whilst councils
responded to the Covid-19 pandemic,
but that the ICO would not seek
penalise or investigate a late response
during this period given the exceptional
circumstances.
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The Council has sought to act within the
guidance of the ICO, supported by the
council’s FOI Officer who continued to
respond to information requests on
behalf of services where it was possible
to do so.
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% of complaints responded to in time

97.44%

80%

-17%

Number of complaints responds due

39

26

-13

Peter Fuller advised customers of the
course of action for their complaint/
FOI, as it was considered best practice
to keep customer informed and
communication open i.e. passed details
to relevant department to pick up as
service request/ Council not
investigating during this time/ received
but there may be a delay etc.
During Q1 and Q2, activity to
proactively deal with and response to
complaints to the council was scaledback, whilst the organisation continued
to focus on the Covid-19 response. The
window during which the Council
temporarily scaled back work on
handling complaints was taken in line
with the position of the Local
Government and Social Care
Ombudsman (LGO), which also ceased
activity during the same period. Any
LGO investigations open against the
Council were also suspended during this
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time.
A contingency plan to triage complaints
enabled a lot of issues to be resolved as
service request. This was recommended
as best practice by the Local
Government and Social Care
Ombudsman.
The ICO have not yet published further
guidance on responding to FOIs during
the second lockdown.
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Environmental services
Name

Q2 19/20

Q2 20/21

Change

Number of missed waste collections

46

49

+3

% of successful collections within the district

99.86%

99.85%

-0.01%

Number of working days to deal with fly tipping
Number of fly tips

5.3 days
164

3.5 days
273

-1.8 days
+109

Comments
In response to the ongoing situation
around COVID 19, the service changed
its rota from a 4-day week to a 5-day
week. This was to ensure the safety of
the crews as much as possible, creating
crew ‘bubbles’ to ensure the continuity
of the service, putting in place
mitigation should any of the crew
developed Covid symptoms. By taking
proactive action the collection service
managed to maintain its service
performance compared with the same
quarter from the previous year.
In Q2, the service received 273 fly
tipping reports, on average it took less
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Fly tips breakdown (monthly)

July- 40
July- 87
July- 47+
August- 58
August- 123
August- 65+
September- 66 September- 63 September- -3

than 4 days to clear with the longest
clearance taking 23 days. This was a fly
tip in a waterway, which required
reporting to the appropriate drainage
board before clearance could be
undertaken. The shortest period for
removal was 1 day, which was achieved
for a number of clearances.

Housing
Name
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Q2 19/20

Q2 20/21

Change

Total void properties

61

79

+18

Number of void days

1,237

2,375

+1,138

Time taken to process DFG (Disabled Facilities Grant)
applications

193

321

+128

Comments
The average number of days void is 30
for all properties, but this figure
because of a hard to let property in
Nene Court. If we remove this property,
the average number of days key to key
would be 24.
There has been an increase in the
amount of time taken to process DFGs
in Q2. Whilst there is an increase
compared to Q2, no DFG work was able
to be completed during Q1 20/21, with
works restarting from July. October
2020 has already seen the time taken to
process fall significantly and is now
more in line with pre COVID timescales

Revenues and Benefits
Name
Business rate collection rate (%)

Q2 19/20
57.01%

Q2 20/21
53.21%

Change
-3.8%

Comments
This KPI will be significantly affected by
COVID19. Whilst a large number of
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Council tax collection rate (%)

57.6%

56.74%

-0.8%

businesses (450) within the Retail,
Hospitality and Leisure Discount
scheme will receive 100% (£8.1m) relief
in 2020/21, a number of businesses fall
outside that scheme and a significant
number of these will still have been
adversely affected by the implications
of COVID19 restrictions on businesses.
We continue to support and signpost
ratepayer to support available and
where necessary make appropriate
payment arrangements to best meet
their business rates liabilities for
2020/21. In addition a ratepayer of a
large assessment, Sutton Bridge Power
Station, entered in to Administration in
August this has had a significant impact
on reported performance as their
August payment was outstanding (claim
submitted as part of the administration)
and a revised bill for on-going liability
(24 August - 31 March) has been issued
to the administrator providing
instalments payable between October
to February. This KPI will need to be
monitored over the forthcoming
months to help fully understand the
implications COVID19 has had on
businesses in the district.
This KPI has the potential to be
significantly affected by COVID19 going
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forward, given the potential impact
upon the economy and employment.
The council continues to support and
signpost tax payers to support available
and where necessary make appropriate
payment arrangements to best meet
their council tax liabilities for 2020/21.
This KPI will need to be monitored over
the forthcoming months to help fully
understand the implications COVID19
has had on tax payers in the district.

HR
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Name

Q2 19/20

Q2 20/21

Change

Staff Turnover (%)

1.06%

0.67%

-0.39%

Working days lost to sickness per FTE ( per month)

July- 0.49
August- 0.48
September0.63
372

July- 0.63
August- 0.80
September0.75
500

+0.5

Number of working days lost to sickness

+128

Comments
In Quarter 2 there were 5 leavers in
comparison to 6 in Quarter 1 and 8 in
Q2 this time last year.
Absences for CV-19 are not recorded as
traditional sickness in the HR system,
instead they are recorded as a separate
sickness category for CV-19, this way
data can be pulled more efficiently and
separated from traditional cold/flu etc.
During the quarter, 18 days were lost
due to either being unable to work due
to their own CV19 symptoms or
needing to self-isolate when they could
not work from home.
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Out of 500 days lost, 28.1 were due to
stress, anxiety or depression. This is
4.96% of the total days lost. When
looked at as instances (9%) were due to
stress. The council has developed a staff
action plan to ensure that staff receive
appropriate personal support, so as to
ensure their wellbeing and productivity.

Communities
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Name
Number of actions taken against anti-social behaviour
and environmental crimes

Q2 19/20
533

Q2 20/21
533

Change
0

Comments
This total figures is made up of all
actions, including informal warnings,
Statutory Notices, Financial Penalties,
Injunctive actions, prosecutions and
verbal warnings.
The main variances are outlined below:
283 Warning letters sent in Q2 19/20
and 458 in 20/21.
The increase in warning letters is a
result of letters being sent rather than
face to face door knocking/visits due to
Covid restrictions.
75 Fixed Penalty Noticed were issued in
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Q2 19/20 and 36 were issued in 20/21
The number of verbal warnings given by
Community Wardens in 19/20 was 171
and in 20/21 was 35.
The reduction in number of verbal
warnings and fixed penalty notices can
be explained due to the impact of Covid
and lockdown, with fewer residents and
officers in public spaces.
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Inward Investment
Name
Number of people on Universal Credit

Q2 19/20
2,740

Q2 20/21
7,165

+4,425

Change

Grants4growth delivery

16

15

-1

Comments
The rise in UC (Universal Credit)
claimants can be attributed to a
combination of an increase in uptake
from self-employed households
following the March – May lockdown,
an increase in furloughed employees
claiming UC alongside furlough support,
and a reduction in headcount at some
businesses.
Grants4growth has continued to see
between 5/6 applications per month as
businesses began to look more at grant
funding such as G4G and Bounceback
loans etc to fund much needed
expansion.
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Planning
Name
% of Major applications determined within 13 weeks or
agreed extension
% of Minor applications determined within 8 weeks or
agreed extension

Q2 19/20
93.33%

Q2 20/21
92.86%

Change
-0.47%

94.57%

92%

-2.57%

Comments
The performance of this KPI reflects
that on major applications, the majority
of developers were willing to work
cooperatively and agree extensions of
time where required during this period.
We are above national targets for both
major and minor applications (60% for
major and 70% for minor)
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Business Intelligence Q2 2020
Name

Q2 20/21
0

Evictions (presenting as homeless reason)

Digital audience views (public meetings)

12,464

No of Crimes reported – Rolling 12 month period

12 months to Sept 2020: 5842
12 months to sept 2019 6472

% of students physically attending school

40% (up until summer holiday)

Comment
Supplied by Housing. During the
reporting period there was a national
restriction of evictions from social and
private accommodation, which accounts
for the figure.
Supplied by Democratic Services
Increases in the following:
Arson – by 7 offences
Drug Possession – by 6 offences
Possession of weapons offences – by 19
Supplied by CIP (based on national
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No of Furloughed Employees
No of major applications granted
Number of right to buy replacements
Number of starts (affordable housing dwellings)
Number of completions (affordable housing dwellings)
Number of affordable homes (under construction)
Fluctuations in House prices based on land value

10,400
11
0
86
46
241
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£206,500

Number of extremely vulnerable South Holland residents

3670

Number of grants approved under main business grants
scheme

1503

figures)
Supplied by GOV.uk
Supplied by Planning
In March 2020, a number of housing
development sites closed as a result of
the restrictions imposed nationally.
However, gradually sites reopened and
construction has continued. Developers
have had to introduce covid-safe working
environments which is adding additional
time onto programmes. Additionally, we
are aware that there are still glitches in
the supply chain meaning that
developers cannot always get the
materials they need which is causing
additional delays. However, the housing
market seems to be relatively buoyant,
helped in part by the stamp duty
‘holiday’. The number of new affordable
homes which commenced construction
during July and August is high which is
likely to create a good supply of units into
2021. The number of affordable homes
expected to complete during 2020/21 is
for the most part, in accordance with our
projections at the start of the year.
Shielding paused on 1st August, meaning
this number did not increase in
September.
Grant schemes closed in September
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Total value of grants paid under main business grants
scheme

£17,475,000

Number of grants approved under Discretionary Grant
Scheme

151

Total value of grants paid under Discretionary Grant
Scheme

£991,000

Total businesses supported with a grant

1654
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Agenda Item 9
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Christine Marshall, Executive Director - Commercialisation (S151)

To:

Performance Monitoring Panel – 10 November 2020

(Author:

Rachel Rowett Community Development Manager)

Subject

Swimming Pool & Leisure Facilities Task Group Update

Purpose:

To provide Members with an update on the Swimming Pool and Leisure
Centre

Recommendation(s):
1) That the content of the report is noted.

1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

In November 2016 the recommendations from the Final Report of the Swimming Pool and
Leisure Facilities Contract Task Group were approved by the Cabinet. Since 16th May 2017
six monthly progress updates on the recommendations were given to Performance
Monitoring Panel. The last update was given on 11th September 2019 and covered the first
six months of the contract.

1.2

The updates given at these meetings cover the measures taken to improve monitoring of
the Leisure Contract ensuring the continued improvement in cleanliness and maintenance
and including contractual action taken and remedial action that has been put in place.

1.3

Monthly contract meetings take place to review significant areas across the contract
including health & safety, customer feedback, staffing, performance, corrective action and
safeguarding.

1.4

Regular site inspections take place to monitor contract compliance and service standards.

1.5

In 2018 the Leisure Contract went through a competitive tender process. The Tender was
won by Parkwood Leisure who took over the Leisure Management Contract on 1st March
2019.

1.6

The revised contract has clear specifications on cleanliness, maintenance and staffing
levels. It has robust sanctions and penalties that can be used if needed.

1.7

Impact of COVID-19

1.7.1

As a result of Government instruction the facilities closed to the public on March 20th and
remained closed until approval to re-open was granted from 25th July. Some activities were
and remain restricted but a phased approach to reopening has been carried out over the
past three months.
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1.7.2

The café in Castle Sports Centre, which is a separate franchise and not part of the contract,
operated throughout lockdown providing a delivery service to the local community. It reopened as a café when the centre re-opened on 25th July.

1.7.3

Initial re-opening was for the gym and fitness classes only. When Government Guidelines
allowed and could be met, the swimming pool re-opened on 1st September for lane
swimming, aqua-aerobics and swim clubs.

1.7.4

Indoor Bowls resumed on the 7th September, however since then the Indoor Bowls National
Governing Body guidance has stated that league matches will not recommence until
January 2021.

1.7.5

There are strict guidelines which Parkwood must comply with to ensure the Leisure Centres
are Covid-secure. The gym equipment has been spread out to ensure 2m social distancing
is maintained. A gym overflow area has been created utilising part of the sports hall. All
members must pre-book slots to enable the team to manage numbers within the building.

1.7.6

An enhanced cleaning regime has been introduced and users must wipe down all
equipment after use. Social distancing signage and sanitiser stations have been placed
throughout the buildings. A Safer, Happier, Healthier marketing and branding campaign
was developed to deliver the key messages around changes to the operation of the
facilities.

1.7.7

During the closure some additional maintenance took place and a new sports hall floor has
been installed.
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1.8

Participation Pre-Covid

1.8.1

In February 2020 Parkwood recorded their highest participation levels so far, with a 31%
increase in usage at the Swimming Pool and 9% increase in usage at the Dry side
compared to March 2019.

1.8.2

Total usage figures for February 2020 were 13,718 at Castle Dry Side, 16,824 at Castle
Swimming Pool and 5,791 at Peele Leisure Centre

Total usage
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Castle Dry side

Castle Pool

Peele Leisure Centre

1.8.3

In December 2019, closures took place for essential maintenance in the swimming pool
and at all sites for Christmas opening hours. Considering this, together with seasonal
trends and school holidays, the usage figures were higher than expected.

1.8.4

Included in the overall usage is a wide range of clubs that use the facilities.

ACTIVITIES
Dryside
Table Tennis
5 a-side Football
Volleyball
Other Sports
Roller Disco
Schools

Q1

Q2

472
720
105
790
960
140

Q3

437
768
75
567
720
98

639
996
180
1,138
964
263
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Spinning (All)
Gym inductions
GP referral new
Group Training
Bowls Users
Fencing

1,024
49
84
2,003
3,927
75

1,015
91
62
1,961
4,018
67

1,279
163
95
2,009
9,536
85

1.8.5

The above table shows the range of clubs and activities available at the Dry Side. These
demonstrate an encouraging increase across the first year of the contract.

1.8.6

In particular, Spalding Indoor Bowls Club continues to go from strength to strength with the
Centre hosting the national under 25’s bowls final in January 2020.

1.8.7

Since the last report the new Virtual Spin Studio has been installed with new spin bikes.
Spin classes are intense high speed indoor cycling classes on static bikes. This attracted a
lot of positive press interest with reporters from Spalding Guardian, and BBC Radio
Lincolnshire attending the site and reporting on the improvements. The Spin Studio has
contributed to the increase in spin class attendees shown above, and this continued in
January 2020 with over 100 users taking part in Virtual Spin classes.

1.8.8

Membership sales exceeded all targets in January 2020 and total membership across all
three sites continued to increase into February.

1.9

Participation Post-lockdown

1.9.1

When the centres closed in March memberships were frozen. When the centres reopened
members were given the option to keep their membership frozen as not all the facilities
could be used. Occupancy levels across the sites were also reduced to ensure government
guidelines were met.

1.9.2

Gym, group exercise and casual swimming participation at the Castle Sports Centre has
been steadily increasing week on week since it reopened on the 25th July 2020.

Castle Sports Centre Usage
1000
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400
200
0
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2/08 9/08 16/08 23/08 30/08 06/09 13/09 20/09 27/09 04/10 11/10 18/10
Gym usage

GEX Total

Swimming

1.9.3

September 2020 was the first full month with all sites open. Total usage at the Castle
Sports Centre for September was 10,918. This demonstrates a 51% decrease on the same
period in 2019 however it should be noted that not all activities have been able to resume
currently, and as referenced above, capacity has been reduced to meet Government
guidelines.

1.9.4

Membership sales are steadily increasing with a 35% increase in September 2020
compared to August 2020.
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1.9.5

In a recent survey sent out to members across all Parkwood sites with frozen membership,
fear of catching Covid 19 was the main reason given for not reinstating their membership.

1.9.6

Parkwood continues to actively promote the new covid secure systems in place to
encourage users to return.

1.10

Contract Monitoring

1.10.1 The service delivery is monitored through monthly reports provided by Parkwood which are
discussed at monthly meetings. Quarterly reports are also provided and quarterly contract
meetings are held with Senior Management.
1.10.2 Monthly inspections are carried out in line with the Contract Management Manual with
specifies different areas to focus on each month. Each inspection covers cleanliness levels,
general maintenance and staff. These are interspersed with focussed inspections around
maintenance, service delivery, health and safety and compliance. Currently there is a key
focus on cleanliness and compliance with covid regulations.
1.10.3 Inspections take place randomly and Parkwood are not informed when they will take place.
The Duty Manager accompanies the council staff during the visit and where possible deals
with any identified issues straight away.
1.10.4 A range of different staff attends the inspections depending on the focus, this allows for
specialist points of view around maintenance and health and safety. This is also beneficial
as different people see different things and are able to provide a view from a fresh
perspective.
1.10.5 After each inspection a report is written and sent to Parkwood managers with a list of
actions. The report includes a scoring system that contributes to the monitoring of the
contract and low scoring would incur penalties.
1.10.6 Castle Sports Centre and Swimming Pool are inspected monthly; Peele Leisure Centre is
inspected quarterly.
1.10.7 On average 3-5 actions come out of the inspections that are usually minor points around
housekeeping, or maintenance issues. In the last inspection of the Castle Dry side there
were no actions required and cleanliness throughout was excellent.
1.11

Availability

1.11.1 In November 2019 there was a half-day closure of the learner pool due to the pool readings
not being within the required parameters. This was quickly addressed.
1.11.2 In December 2019 both pools were closed for 8 days to allow for essential maintenance to
the pool filters. This closure was slightly longer than originally intended as it took time for
the pool temperature to return to a suitable level. This coincided with the Christmas closure
which meant the pools were unavailable from 16th - 27th December. Staff used this time to
carry out cleaning and general maintenance as well as staff training.
1.11.3 All centres closed on 20th March 2020 following Government instruction and remained
closed until 25th July 2020.
2.0

OPTIONS

2.1

Do nothing
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2.2

Note the contents of this report.

3.0

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION(S)

3.1

It is recommended that the contents of this report are noted and that members of the
Performance Monitoring Panel have assurances that the management of the leisure
contract has strengthened and with a new management company and contract in place the
facilities have improved.

4.0

EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1

A new management company and improved contract monitoring will result in an improved
service with increased customer satisfaction and increased usage figures.

4.2

Improved and more detailed reporting giving assurances of performance monitoring of the
contract.

5.0

IMPLICATIONS
In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of the
decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues;
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Data Protection;
Equality & Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk
Management; Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales;
Transformation Programme; Other. Where the report author considers that there may be
implications under one or more of these headings, these are identified below.

5.1

Contracts

5.1.1

A 5 year contract is in place with Parkwood Leisure.

5.1.2

Information from the task group recommendations has informed the development of the
new contract specification.

5.1.3

A new contract manual has been produced to enable clear and effective monitoring of the
contract.

5.1.4

A report was presented to Full Council on 29 July 2020 to consider and provide feedback
on a decision to be taken by the Leader of the Council in respect of the contractual position
and range of potential options for the leisure management contract. This was restricted by
virtue of paragraph (s) 3,5 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A of the Local Government Act 1972.

5.2

Corporate Priorities

5.2.1

The provision of a Leisure offer contributes to the Council’s Corporate Priorities of:
 Your Place – Lead, enable and embed the provision of a range of improved local
community, cultural, arts, and newly contracted leisure facilities that support the
enhanced wellbeing of South Holland’s communities
 Your Health & Wellbeing – Target our leisure facilities to provide a programme of
activities to tackle obesity and inactivity in South Holland.

5.3

Financial
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5.3.1

There is a robust contract performance mechanism in the contract. Financial penalties can
be applied if there is poor performance.

5.3.2

On 22nd October 2020, the Government announced that additional funding would be
available for local authority run leisure centres. At the time of writing, the details of this
funding are yet to be released. Updates will be provided to Members once these are
available.

5.4

Risk Management

5.4.1

Health & Safety management is reported in monthly reports provided by Parkwood and
discussed in the contract meetings.

5.4.2

A full health and safety inspection is scheduled to be carried out every six months by the
Council’s contract manager, Health & Safety Manager and a member of the Property &
Assets team.

5.4.3

Parkwood has provided additional Covid Secure operational risk assessments.

6.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1

Services are provided for all those living, working or visiting the district.

7.0

ACRONYMS

7.1

None used

Background papers: -

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post:
Telephone Number
Email:

Final Report of the Swimming Pool and Leisure Facilities Contract
Task Group.

Rachel Rowett Community Development Manager
rrowett@sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision:

No

Exempt Decision:

No

This report refers to a Discretionary Service
Appendices attached to this report: None
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Agenda Item 10
SOUTH HOLLAND DISTRICT COUNCIL
Report of:

Executive Manager - Governance (Deputy Monitoring Officer)

To:

Performance Monitoring Panel – 10 November 2020

Author:

Christine Morgan – Democratic Services Officer

Subject:

Performance Monitoring Panel Work Programme

Purpose:

To set out the Work Programme of the Performance Monitoring Panel

Recommendation:
That the Panel gives consideration to the report and identifies any issues for discussion.

1.0

BACKGROUND

1.1

This report records the issues for consideration that have been identified by the Panel for
inclusion on its Work Programme.

1.2

Issues

1.2.1

Appendix A sets out the dates of future Panel meetings along with proposed items for
consideration. These items were either originally suggested by councillors or are being
referred to the Panel from officers or the Cabinet. The appendix will be updated as new
items are identified.

1.2.2

Appendix B sets out the task groups that have been identified by the Panel. The table
shows:






The name of the task group
What it wants to achieve
Key dates
Membership of the task group
When the task group will be reporting back to the Panel

1.2.3 It is hoped that in presenting the information in this way, and by having the report as a
standing item on the agenda, it will record the issues identified by the Panel and provide the
opportunity for councillors to monitor the progress of its Work Programme.
2.0

OPTIONS

2.1

To note and consider the current status of the Work Programme.

2.2

To do nothing.

3.0

REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATION

3.1

To allow councillors to feed into the Panel’s calendar of Work Programme items and the
Work Programme on a regular basis, to ensure that they stay relevant and up to date.
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4.0

EXPECTED BENEFITS

4.1

The calendar of Work Programme items and the Work Programme will provide councillors
with up to date and relevant information. Timelines for various calendar items and
proposed task groups within the Work Programme are included within the appendices.

5.0

IMPLICATIONS
In preparing this report, the report author has considered the likely implications of
the decision - particularly in terms of Carbon Footprint / Environmental Issues;
Constitutional & Legal; Contracts; Corporate Priorities; Crime & Disorder; Equality &
Diversity/Human Rights; Financial; Health & Wellbeing; Reputation; Risk Management;
Safeguarding; Staffing; Stakeholders/Consultation/Timescales; Transformation
Programme; Other. Where the report author considers that there may be implications under
one or more of these headings, these are identified below.

5.1

Corporate Priorities

5.1.1

In identifying issues for inclusion on the Work Programme, councillors consider the
suitability of the subject, taking into account considerations such as whether the issue is
strategic and significant and whether it is likely to lead to effective outcomes. One of the
indicators against which each potential task group is scored identifies how strongly the topic
links to the Council’s key aims and priorities.

6.0

WARDS/COMMUNITIES AFFECTED

6.1

This report has no implications however, as individual items are progressed through the
Work Programme, their impact on wards and communities will be assessed.

7.0

ACRONYMS

7.1

None.

Background papers:-

None

Lead Contact Officer
Name and Post:
Telephone Number:
Email:

Christine Morgan
01775 764454
cmorgan@sholland.gov.uk

Key Decision:

No

Exempt Decision:

No

This report refers to a Mandatory Service
Appendices attached to this report:
Appendix A
Appendix B

Work Programme Calendar 2020/21
Task Group Work Programme 2020/21
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APPENDIX A
PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL – CALENDAR OF WORK PROGRAMME
ITEMS 2020/21

Date of
Meeting
10 November
2020

Agenda items



17 November
2020 (Joint
PMP/PDP)
27 January
2021















17 March 2021



Items to be
allocated when
2021/22
Schedule of
Meetings



Swimming Pool and Leisure Facilities Contract Task Group –
update on progress of recommendations (last updates
received 18 June 2019 and 11 September 2019).
Q2 Performance Report 20/21 – To review the Council’s
performance for the reporting period
Homelessness – Horizon scanning presentation
Town Centre Improvement Plans - presentation
Crime and Disorder – Update report on community safety
and how it is being delivered through the various tiers of
Groups and Panels (including the East Lincs CSP and newly
formed Lincolnshire CSP) – Update to be provided every six
months by the Portfolio Holder for Community Development.
Last discussed at meetings on 18/6/19 and 11/9/19, with a
COVID-relevant update on 8/7/20.
Economic Development and Inward Investment update –
(last update received 11 September 2019, updated reports to
be on a six-monthly basis, to include an executive summary
alongside the main report). COVID-relevant update received
8/7/20
Untidy sites – information to be compiled, highlighting what
options the authority had, how properties could be brought
back into use, and providing an update on individual
buildings
Corporate Enforcement – update report on how the Authority
is addressing the various types of enforcement, following the
Authority-wide reorganisation (last update 6/2/18, 31/7/18,
30/1/19 and 12/11/19). Six-monthly
Update report on progress of the Digital Work Programme
(Six-monthly updates requested at meeting held 29/1/20, last
updated received 9/9/20)
Six-monthly update report on Refuse Collection from Private
Drives (first reported 8/7/20)
Q3 Performance Report – To review the Council’s
performance for the time period
Kitchen and Bathroom replacement work – update report (if
still relevant)
Marketing/Renovation of Industrial units – six monthly update
report requested at meeting held 29/1/20 – last update
received 9/9/20)
Workforce Strategy 2019-2023 (revised following CV19) –
considered at Council 29/7/20 – Diarise to monitor
achievement against the 2 schedules considered – April-July
2021
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confirmed
Items yet to be
allocated.






Information report on future commercialisation projects
(Richard Hodgson/Christine Marshall – last update 13
November 2018).
Commercialisation (2) – how effectively is the Authority
managing commercial opportunities? Second report, a
general report around commercialisation.
Cost of running the South Holland Centre
What areas of risk exist within Public Services for cost
shunting, and how can this be avoided?

For future consideration




Note: Following consideration of the Key Decision Plan, PMP and PDP have
requested that a special Joint Meeting will be held to discuss the setting up
of the South Holland Building Consultancy prior to it being considered by
Cabinet (date to be confirmed).
Commercialisation – As potential projects arise, PMP to consider scrutiny
****************

To be considered annually:
1) The Sir Halley Stewart Playing Field Task Group presented its Final
Report to Council on 21 January 2015. Its first recommendation was:
That the Council (i) advises the Charity Commission that the Task Group has
considered the Commission’s Guidance on public benefit and is satisfied that the
Council is compliant; (ii) provides a copy of this report to the Commission in order to
outline the actions proposed by the Council; and (iii) invites the Performance
Monitoring Panel to appoint a Task Group on an annual (single meeting) basis
for the specific purpose of ensuring that the Council remains compliant with
Charity Commission Guidance.

A meeting took place on 24 January 2019. Suggest next meeting January 2021
2) Review of Implemented Planning Decisions – Tour undertaken 5
September 2019, next tour to be undertaken in September 2020
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PERFORMANCE MONITORING PANEL – WORK PROGRAMME 2020/2021
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Name of Task Group

What the Task Group wants to achieve

Date added
to Work
Programme

Date Work
Commenced

Membership
of Task
Group

Proposed date of
report to Panel

Public Open Spaces Task
Group

To be confirmed at first meeting.

12
November
2019

TBC

B Alcock
J R Astill
A C Beal
CJTH Brewis
PA Redgate

TBC

Public Toilets Task Group

To review public toilets in the district, looking at
location, cleaning regimes, usage, reasons for
closure and running costs.
To use information gathered to ensure value
for money, good service, and that the right
money was spent in the right place.

6 February
2018

23 April 2018

J R Astill
CJTH Brewis
T A Carter
GK Dark
(Chairman)
PC Foyster

30 January 2019
To Cabinet 12
Feb 2019
Response from
Cabinet to PMP
20 Mar 2019.
Update on
progress PMP
11/9/19 & 29/1/20.

Swimming Pool and
Leisure Centre Contract
Task Group

To review the Spalding swimming pool and
leisure centre, specifically:
 To consider performance, in relation to the
contract, by the Authority and the
contractor, particularly with reference to
building maintenance and cleanliness,
promotion of the facilities and reinvestment
in the facilities;

1 December 21 January
2015
2016

J R Astill
T A Carter
G K Dark
(Chairman)
J L King
A M Newton

30 August 2016
To Cabinet 8
November 2016
Response and
update on
progress PMP
4/2/17, 16/5/17,

Name of Task Group

What the Task Group wants to achieve




Sir Halley Stewart Playing
Field Task Group
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Effectiveness of CCTV
Task Group

Date added
to Work
Programme

Date Work
Commenced

Membership
of Task
Group

To look at the Council’s performance in
monitoring the leisure facilities; and
To learn from the outcomes of this scrutiny,
to inform future contracts and contract
monitoring.

7/11/17, 13/11/18,
8/06/19 & 11/9/19.
Next update was
due 10/11/20

Recommendation of the original Task Group to
appoint a Task Group on an annual (single
meeting) basis for the specific purpose of
ensuring that the Council remained compliant
with Charity Commission Guidance.

15 June
2016

Purpose of Review – To establish the current
situation with regard to CCTV and make
recommendations to Cabinet on the way
forward.

6 November 21 November
2012
2012

Terms of Reference – To examine the
effectiveness of the SHDC CCTV service and
prospects for future provision.
Panel received update on 8 April 2014 from the
Portfolio Holder for Localism and Big Society
on the position regarding CCTV. Performance
information will be available on the new system
in the future, once it becomes operational.
The Task Group will remain in operation to
scrutinise performance and will start to do

Proposed date of
report to Panel

Date to be
confirmed.

GR Aley
JR Astill
GK Dark
PC Foyster
AM Newton

Meeting took
place on 24
January 2019.

B Alcock
M Howard
R M Rudkin
D J Wilkinson
(Chairman)

Interim report to
PMP 29 January
2013
Interim report to
Cabinet 19
February 2013.
Tracking of
recommendations
to PMP 26 March
2013
Updates to PMP:
8 April 2014, and
six-monthly
thereafter.

Suggest Jan 21

Name of Task Group

What the Task Group wants to achieve

Date added
to Work
Programme

Date Work
Commenced

Membership
of Task
Group

Proposed date of
report to Panel

25
November
2014

To be
confirmed

To be
confirmed

To be confirmed

this once the information becomes
available.
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The effectiveness of
management companies
set up to undertake
maintenance on
residential estates
throughout the district
past, present and for the
future.

Scope to be confirmed.
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